Visual Analytics is the science of analytical reasoning supported by interactive visual interfaces. Researchers in this fast growing field regularly consider the design, implementation, application and evaluation of methods that tightly integrate techniques from data analysis and interactive data visualization, with the aim of solving realworld analysis problems. Visual Analytics research and technology is rapidly evolving in many domains where large amounts of complex data need to be explored and understood for effective decision making. Examples of the many challenging applications of Visual Analytics systems include, among others, problems in the natural and social sciences, the humanities, in business analytics, geospatial information systems, or multimedia analysis. Visual Analytics research has recently seen a strong growth in both academia and industry. This is exemplified by initiatives such as the German DFG strategic research initiative on Scalable Visual Analytics, or an increasing focus on visual analysis topics in EU project funding. Also, industry is picking up and incorporating techniques from Visual Analytics as part of the data management and analysis infrastructure in corporate software on all scales, as recent studies show. This special issue of Information Technology brings together six articles discussing interesting current topics of Visual Analytics research and technology. The articles address fundamental problems of visual cluster analysis, the estimation of visualization quality, Visual Analytics methods for image and video analysis, and architecture and application designs for the analysis of network-oriented data.
In between data clusters, showing size, stability, and separation properties in high-dimensional space. As demonstrated by use cases, a visual interface allows the analyst to intuitively control main parameters of the analysis, and supports sense-making in data analysis tasks.
In A Study on Quality Metrics vs. Human Perception, Dirk Lehmann et al. ask the question whether automatically computable image descriptors can serve as a proxy to the interestingness that users perceive when presented with alternative data views. In a user study, they empirically assess the relationship between selected image descriptors and preferences of users, concluding that certain measures based on Scagnostics features and Hough transform may serve as such a proxy. Their findings are relevant for the problem of dealing with large view spaces, as they may help users by an automatic suggestion of potentially interesting views from a larger set of candidate views.
In Image Analysis in Epidemiological Applications, Klaus Tönnies et al. survey recent developments in medical image processing for conducting epidemiologic studies. In the future, more exploratory and open epidemiological studies will be conducted which consider large amounts of non-standardized medical image data of high variability and varying modalities. This presents a significant research challenge to medical image processing where automatic extraction of relevant image features from such large image data is needed. The authors survey the involved problems and outline potential solutions based on modularized image segmentation methods, and on decomposition of complex organ shapes by a hierarchy of simpler subshapes.
In Visual Analytics for Video Applications, Pattreeya Tanisaro et al. discuss the role of Visual Analytics in supporting video analysis applications. They develop an adapted sense-making model describing the various analysis stages at which the analysis of video data takes place. Their model considers the automatic extraction and representation of information from videos, based on which the reasoning processes of the analysts take place. As exemplified by two application scenarios in surveillance and eye tracking video data, their model allows the design and description of specific video analysis workflows.
In Network-based Interactive Navigation and Analysis of Large Biological Datasets, Andreas Gerasch et al. fo-cus on data management and visualization support for the analysis of network-oriented biologic data, e.g., metabolic, regulatory, or interaction network data. Their UniPax architecture is a scalable, web-based, and in-memory graph database suitable for storage, retrieval, and analysis of biological graph data. The BiNA module of their architecture provides effective graph visualizations for exploration and analysis by domain experts. The module includes a set of graph visualization algorithms, which allow the creation of locally adaptive layouts, effectively communicating Biologic network structures as demonstrated by a medical analysis case study.
Georg Fuchs et al. in their article Semi-Supervised Method for Topic Extraction from Micro Postings introduce an approach for the visual analysis of microblog social media data. Their method is based on automatically extracting two graphs from a stream of microblog messages, which can be visually explored in an integrated, linked visualization. The topic graph captures terms of frequently co-occurring terms, which may describe topics of interest. The socio graph captures message sending/forwarding relationships among users of the social media service. Both structures together form the basis for the exploratory topic and community analysis. The approach allows user feedback for filtering and refining the automatically determined candidate topics and communities. This is particularly important, as automatically calculated results may not be robust due to noise and irrelevant data, a problem often encountered in social media streams.
The increased availability of large and complex data sets puts forward interesting research challenges in interactive data analysis, and potentially enables significant application benefit. The tight integration of user-oriented visual interfaces with automatic data analysis algorithms can help to improve data understanding and lead to better application solutions. The articles presented in this special issue illustrate the wide applicability of Visual Analytics technologies, outlining research challenges, possible solutions, and application benefits in a diversity of domains.
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